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the efforts of experts writing on specialist
topics and bringing together into a single
chapter facets of information that are
only briefly mentioned in the more formal
textbooks.

Six topics are covered in this first
volume, of what it is proposed will be a
continuing series. These vary from
hypothalamic endocrine disease, and
cyclic nucleotides in clinicai endocrinology
to the mechanisms and management of
postural hypotension. The chapters are
well written, and bytheir format emphasise
the relevance and application of recent
scientific developments to diagnosis and
therapy. This and further volumes should
provide readily availablereferencematerial
for workers in particular fields of research
although because of their format they will
be of limited interest to many workers in
the endocrinological field.

GW PENNINGTON

Haemostasis and Thrombosis. Eds AL
Bloom and DP Thomas. (Pp 868;
illustrated; £35.) Churchill Livingstone.
1981.

All 64 contributors of this new and
comprehensive text are internationally
acknowledged experts in some aspect of
the haemostasis and thrombosis field.
Despite the multiple and elitist authorship
this compilation is not over-repetitive or
encyclopaedic. Most of the contributors
have struck a sensible balance between the
background information on biochemical
structure, function, and pathophysiology
on the one hand and their clinical and
diagnostic relevance on the other. An
obviously strong editorial influence has
succeeded in integrating these authoritative
contributions into a well balanced, up-to-
date, (some chapters include 1981 refer-
ences) and eminently readable text which
nevertheless will also be found to be an

extremely valuable source of reference.
This book is not only imperative reading

for candidates studying for postgraduate
degrees, particularly the final MRC Path
examination in haematology, but also for
their teachers and examiners. It has the
ingredients to become one of the best
thumbed volumes on the bookshelf of
every practicing haematologist. The pro-
duction is pleasing and it is considered
excellent value at £35.

RJL DAVIDSON

Microenvironments in Haemopoietic and
Lymphoid Differentiation. Ciba Founda-
tion Symposium 84 in honour of Professor

John Humphrey, FRS. (Pp 348; illustrated
£22-50.) Pitman Books Limited. 1981.

The control of differentiation is one of
those vast biological topics, hitherto
largely in the domain of the embryologist,
where modern research techniques have
brought us to the brink of a general
understanding. Surprisingly perhaps it is
in the complex systems of haemopoiesis
and lymphocytic differentiation that recent
advances have been made. Cell culture,
the identification of surface markers (with
or without monoclonal antibodies), and
the discovery of growth and inhibitory
factors combine to make this a subject of
absorbing interest not only to the
haematologist and immunologist but to
many others.
To read the summaries and the discus-

sions (one-third of the book) gives a clear
insight into what is and what isnot known.
Those who wish to know more about, say
the evidence for de-differentiation, the
nature of T cell regulatory factors, or the
function of Langerhans cells, veiled cells,
and interdigitating cells will probe more
deeply. They will be richly rewarded.

HEM KAY

Paediatric Pathology. Ed CL Berry. (Pp
697; illustrated; DM 170.00; £39.)
Springer-Verlag. 1981.

"Paediatric Pathology" by Professor
Berry and eleven others, mostly from the
London Medical Schools, is welcome as a
new British contribution to texts on

paediatric pathology. It includes a short
chapter on examination of the fetus with
20 pages of illustrations of the external
appearance of the brain and of normal
histology of various organs at different
stages of development followed by a
section on placental and abortion
pathology. Apart from a useful general
review of congenital malformations and
contributions on embryonic tumours,
sudden infant death syndrome, and
non-accidental injury, the remaining
chapters are devoted to system pathology.
Only skin and ophthalmic pathology are
omitted.
The book is aimed at individuals with a

special interest rather than a special
training in paediatric pathology and there
is, as the preface indicates, a conscious
weighting of the emphasis in different
systems. The practical detail in the
sections on muscle and on inborn errors of
metabolism is most helpful. On occasion
the balance might be questioned; for

example two pages devoted to primary
malignant tumours of the lung as against
half a page to the common autosomal
trisomic conditions. Some paediatric
entities, such as shunt nephritis, are
mentioned rather than described and
others, such as pseudorheumatoid nodule,
are omitted. However these are minor
criticisms. The layout of the text is
pleasing and the illustrations are generally
of a high quality. Although it is not
intended to be a reference book this is a
comprehensive text which will bewelcomed
by all whose work touches on the
paediatric age group and it deserves a
place in the departmental library alongside
"Kissane" and "Dehner".

AAM GIBSON

Advances in Clinical Cytology. LG Ross
and DV Coleman. (Pp 335; illustrated;
£25.) The Butterworth Group. 1981.

The past 25 years have seen dramatic
advances in cell biology. Clinical cytology,
on the other hand, has remained rather
static for much of this period. Ten years
ago it would have been difficult to write a
book called "Advances in Clinical
Cytology" because there were so few. The
scene has been changing however and all
pathologists would do well to peruse this
excellent book.

Apart from Weinstein and Pauli with
their splendid chapter on cell junctions all
the authors are concerned with clinical
problems. The well-reproduced pictures
include many transmission and scanning
electron micrographs. Miller objectively
discusses the value, and price, of cervical
screening. Bartels et al describe the present
state ofautomated cell analysis, but to pass
normal cervical smears as "negative" still
requires the fantastically versatile human
eye and brain.

This book will be a landmark in
integrating clinical cytology with the
mainstream of biology appliedto medicine.

AL SPRIGGS

Recent Advances in Prenatal Diagnosis.
Eds C Orlandi, P Polani and L Bovicelli.
(Pp 326; illustrated; £19-75.) John Wiley
& Sons. 1981.

This text is the promptly produced
proceedings of a symposium arranged to
review prenatal diagnosis in the Italian
context and particularly its provision in
that country. Thus it is not surprising that
almost half of the contributors are from
Italy. External experts reviewed various
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